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AESTRACT 
Experimental aerodynamics investigations were conducted during 
November, 1970 on the North American Rockwell .00763 scale model 
delta wing orbiter (-134D and -134c configurations). These tests 
were run at the corporations low speed wind tunnel at a Mach num­
ber of 0.26 (RN/L = 1.85 x 106) over an angle of attack range from
 
00 to 40 at zero degrees sideslip and from -50 to 10 sideslip 
angle at 00, 100, 200, 300 and 400 angle of attack. Various com­
binations of elevons and elevon deflections and rudder deflections
 
were tested. Plotted data are presented in the stability axis sys­
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Low speed longitudinal directional and lateral static stability
 
characteristics of the 0.00763 scale model delta wing orbiter (-134D
 
and -134C configurations) were determined at a Mach number of 0.26
 
and a Reynolds number of 1.85 x 106/ft. in the NAAL 7.75 x 11 foot 
low speed wind tunnel during November, 1970. Primary test emphasis
 
was on determining control effectiveness. 
Various elevons, elevon
 
deflections and rudder deflections were tested over an angle of
 
attack range from 0 
to 4o at zero degrees sideslip. The basic
 
configuration was also tested over a sideslip range from -50 to +100
 
at angle of attack of 0, 10 , 200 30 
and 400. Data are presented
 
herein in the stability axis for longitudinal results and in the
 



































Total Axial Force 
Base-Axial Force 
Forebody Axial Force 
Total DragForce 
Base Drag Force. 









Lit-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio 






















































The following components were tested in various combinations during this
 
test. Dimensional data for these components is given in tabular form in
 
the section entitled Model Component Description Sheets. The dataset
 




MODEL 	 COMPONENTS 
B4 
 Basic 	delta wing orbiter fuselage contour including canopy and body­
wing fairing. Model scale 
= 0.00763
 
W8 	 Delta wing with -5 deg. twist and clipped tips for-twin vertical
tail installation. Wing blended into body. 
Follows NR lines 9992­
134B. Model scale = 0.00763
 
W16  	 Delta wing with -50 twist and rounded wing tips. Wing blends into
body. Follows NR lines 9992-134D. Model scale 0.00763.
= Span

93% of theoretical delta wing'span
 





E7 	 Full span, constant chord elevon located on wing W16. 
Deflection

noted 	as left side/right side. 
Model scale = 0.00763
 
E8 ' Outboard, constant chord, split elevon located on wing W16. 
Deflec­tion noted as upper surface/lower surface. 
Model scale = 0.00763
 
E9 Inboard, constant chord elevon located on wing W16.
 Model 	scale = 0.00763
 
V10  	 Twin vertical tail mounted outboard of the wing tip chord at 1.820
 
toe-out,420 outboard cant angle. 
Model 	scale = 0.00763
 
V23 	 Centerline vertical on delta wing configuration with double wedge

airfoil and rounded leading edge. 
Model 	scale = 0.00763
 















RRudder used with centerline vertical thil V23, sharp trailing edge.
 
Model scale = 0-00763- ..
 
R8 	 Rudder used with centerline vertical tail V24. Same side panels as
 
rudder R7, except drag brake deflected. Model scale = 0.00763
 
J 	 Drag brake J is the deflectable side panels of vertical tail V24
 hinged at the 60% element line and extending to the trailing edge.
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-- . 
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SC UL.S _(C)- -5,-4,-3,-2-1)O,+1,2,3, ,8, lo 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
 
The North American Rockwell Aerodynamics laboratory (NAAL) 7.75 x 11 foot 
Wind Tunnel (located at the International Airport, Los Angeles, California) 
is a continuous flow, closed circuit single return type tunnel, capable of
 
speeds up to 220 miles per hour. The test section is vented to atmospheric
 
pressure and is 7.75 feet high by ll feet wide by 12 feet in length. Power
 
is supplied by a 1250 horsepower nacelle mounted synchronous motor driving a
 
19 foot seven blade laminated birch propeller. The airspeed is controlled by
 
varying the degree of coupling between the motor and propeller by means ,of a
 
magnetic clutch. A damping screen and honeycomb section have been installed
 
in the settling chamber upstream from the contraction cone (ratio 7.53 to 1)
 
to minimize turbulence in the test section. The NAAL Wind Tunnel has been
 




Tests may be conducted using a variety of mounting systems, e.g., a single
 
strut, double strut, sting strut, reflection plane, cable suspension, and two
 
dimensional wall. Aerodynamic data may be measured by a planar type external
 
balance system or sting mounted internal balances. Instrumentation Is avaii­
able for recording 24 channels of force data on strip chart recorders and for
 
photographically recording multiple pressures on manometer boards. These 
data are rapidly reduced and plotted by automatic data processing equipment. 
Additional information about this facility is presented in the Users Manual 










per unit length 


























The aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the internal strain gage
 




SREF = wing (w9 ) planform area = .3542 ft 
2 
JRE = wing (W9 ) mean aerodynamic chord, c 6.266 inches 
bREF = wing (W9 ) span = 10.856 inches 








The initial measured data were referenced to the body axis system. Dynamic 
pressures were corrected for blockage effects due to the models. Measured 
axial force data were corrected for balance chamber, base pressures, and 
sting cavity pressures. Normal force data were corrected for sting effects 
and sting exit area and the pitching moment data were corrected as a func­
tion of normal force correction. The above corrected body axis data were 
then transferred to the stability axis system and corrected for wall inter­
ference and tunnel blockage effects. Wind tunnel wall interference correc­
tions were applied to angle of attack, CD, and CIM, and final body axis data
 
were computed from the corrected stability axis data. Lift to drag ratios
 
(L/D) herein are based on uncorrected drag values.
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Effect of Angle of Attack on B4W 16  
Configuration 
(A) Angle of Attack 1-5 
Effect of Angle of Attack on B4W16V2 3  
Configuration 
(A) Angle of Attack 6-10 
Split Elevon Effectiveness, 
Outboard Only 
L. H. (B) ELVNSU 
ELvN8L 
u-i8 
Combination Split and Regular Elevon, 





Effect of Centerline Vert. Tail Config. 
With Drag Brake Deflection in Pitch 
(C) SPD BC 27-32 
Elevator Effectiveness (D) Elevon Deflection 33-37 
Aileron Effectiveness, L. H. Side Only (E) ELVNTL 38-47 
Rudder Effectiveness, B4WI6V23R7 Con-
figuration 
(E) Rudder 48-52 
Rudder Effectiveness, 
Configuration 
B4 W16 V2AR 8J (E) Rudder 53-57 
Vertical Tail Effectiveness, B4W1 6V25J 
Configuration 
(E) Vertical Tail 58-62 
Effect of Grit Size on B4W16 V2 3  (D) Grit Size 63-67 
Effect of Grit Size on B4W8V10  (D) Grit Size 68-72 













Rudder Effectiveness, B4W8VoE1R3 
Configuration 
(E) ELVN4L, ELVN4R* 
Rudder 
78-82 





PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
(A) CSL, CLN, CY, CBL, CXN vs. Beta 
(B) CL, CSL, CIM, CY, 
CL vs. CIM, 
CL, "CMXvs. 
CL vs. CDP 
Alpha 
-
(C) CL, CD.?, LID vs. Alpha--
CL vs. CIM, CL vs. CDF, CL vs. L/D 
(D) CL, L/D vs. Alpha 
CL vs. CIM, CL vs. CDF, CL vs. L/D 







I. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 







Figure I. Ais systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle
 
NASA-MSFC.MA , 
a) B4 W16 V23 b) B4 W1 6 V2 5 J 
d) B4 W16 E8 V2 3 
c) B4 W8E 4 V1o 






122.5 in (io.854 M.s.) 
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MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS 
22
 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B4
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic delta wing orbiter fuselage contoulr lInclUfg. 
canopy and body--wing fairing, 
Model scale = 0,00761 
DRAWING NUMBER: 8-828; Lifes3992..
 
DIMENSIONS: 
 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length, in. 2120.00 16__ 
Max. Width, in. 
 465.27 3.55o 





















MODEL COMPONENT: winp w8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Wing with -5 deg. tv-i6t and clipped tips for
 
twin vertical tail installation. Wing blended into body. Follows
 
NR lines 9992-13B. 
Model Seae= 0.00763
 
DRAWING NUMBER: S-877-4. -5, -6, -7 





Planform 57hO. o.,33 " 
'__'.1-4
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) in. i84.oo.7 
Aspect Ratio i,4i1 1.41u 
Rate of Taper 1.719 1.719 
Taper Ratio 0.218 . 8 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 7.o 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.o 0.0 
Aerodynamic'Twist, degrees (about T.E.)" -5.0 5. 
Incidence, Hoot (B.P. 240.00) 0.0 0.0 
Incidence, Tip (B.P. 542,00) -5.0 -5.0 
Sweep Back Angles, 4egrees'-
Leading Edge 60.0 6o.o
 
Trailing Edge O.0 0.0
 




Root (Wing Sta. o.0) 12 1.85 9.199
 
Tip, (equivalent)(W.S. 546.01) 293 .4 2.29
 
MAC (.s. 217.02) 858.87 6.553
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1475.9 o 11.261 
W.P. of .25 MAC 63.83 o.487 
-B.L. of .25 MAC 21l40 1.64 
Airfoil Section 
Root (Wing Sta. 241.77) NACA 000904 




ft 2Area, -9526. O. 17 
Span, (equivalent) , in. 638.1- 4,871 
Aspect Ratio 1.3.12 1.
 
Taper Ratio - . 3,L
 
Chords: in.
Root ,, (Equiv.) (w.So 224.41) 846.17 6,456 
Tip, (Equiv.)(W.S. 546.01) 93..29 
MAC (W.S. 359.21) 614.48 4.689 




o.612W.P. of .25 MAC 
LEAbYi-XS, @U 356.53 2.720 2 
Plantorm Area, ft 53-39 0.00311 
Iiading edge intercects FUs.mL..Sta., iFn. iOT .27 -7'17 -
-
Leading edge intersects wing L.E..@ Sta., In- t25.29 -107 0-1750 
MODEL COMPONENT: -ig_ W16
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: flflta wing witih 
-5o twist nd rounded wing Lips. Wing
 
bl-nds into body. Follol¢s NR lines 92-
_4 




























Diehedral Angle, degrees 
 7.000 7.000
Incidence Angle, degrees 
 0.000 0.000





Incidence, Root (BYF. 240.00) 
 0.000 o.000














Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
 1231.85 9.399

Tip, (equivalent) (w.s. 642.6o) 
 127b- b797#T2




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

-- 98-- 11.1131
W.P. of .25.MAC 
 05.503




Root (Wing Sta. 241.77) NAOA 0002-64 NACA 0009-64


















Root (Equiv.) (W.S. 224.41) 
 846.7 
Tip(Rq iv.) (w.s. 642.60) 127.44 0,MAC (W.S. 382.05) 
 575.2.311389
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
 1688.63 12,884
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 83.94 o.64o
B.L. of .25 MAC 





ngee nrsects 0. Sta., . 1 .2 77 




- ('Data for one of two sides)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 




Model. Scale = 0.0063 
DRAWING NUMBER: 









Inb'd equivalent chorc, in. 2
 
(w.s. 223.25)038 1.91oOutb'd equivalent chord, in. 15x'rS 1 158
(i.S. 526.65) .158
 
*Ratio movable surface chord/

total surface chord 
-

At Inb'd equiv. chord 0 9 
 0.296
 



























_ (Data for one of two sides) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
_nll apan, constant chord elevon located on wing 
-]t!i-on 
 noted as left side/ right side.
 
Model scale = 0.00763
 










































Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)rt 3 
 4320.43 
 0.00192




MODEL COMPONENT: ELSVOp - 8. (Th-ta for'lext sideonly) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Outboard,.constant chord., split eleven Incated on 
wing W16. Deflection noted as upper surface/ lower surface.­




 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area(tre), f 
 9 0.01151 
Span (equivalent), in. 
 215.l 














At Inb'd equiv. chord 
 0.271
o 271 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 1.129 1.129 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 








Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), ft3 2173.71 
 0.00097
 




MODEL CDOMPONENT: EEVON - E9 (Data for left side-only) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ..Inboard. constant-chord elevon located on ring w1i6. 
Model Scale 0.00763 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area (true), ft2 
Span (equivalent) , in. 
Inb'd equivalent chord, in. 
(U.s. 220.14)Outb'd equivalent chord, in. 
(w.s, 433.11)









At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)s ft3, 














MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail - VIO
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Twin verticaal I ruinted outboard of the vdzng tin cr.d, 
atl.82 toe-out, 200 outboard cant angle. 
Model Scale = 0.00763 
DRAWING NUMBER: S-877712 -IoxL nes 9992-134B 




Area, ft 2 2 
Planform (includes 0.0 ft blanketed) 4o24.46 0.02471 
Void (included above) '0.00 0.00000 
Span (equivalent), in. *02.21 2.'*0_6 
Aspect Ratio .4c) 1.494 
Rate of Taper 0.879 0.879 
Taper Ratio 0.20,1 .20 
Diehedral Angle, degrees - . 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees ..-... 
Toe-In Angle, deg. - 1.817 -1.81t 
Cant Angle, deg. (tip outboard) 20000 20.00O 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 38.801 0
 
Trailing Edge -4.700 .4.o70
 
0.25 Element Line 	 30.152 30.152
 
Chords: 	in. 
Root (W.P* 94.59) '335.14 2.557 
Tip, (equivalent), (W.P. 378.71) 69.36 0.529 
MAC , (W.P. 205.53) 231.36 1.765 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 199b.65 15.25Q 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 27553 1.5(W
 
_o_.__B.L. of .25 MAC 	 4.446
 
Airfoil Section 






















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENTE Vertical'Tal 
- V23 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: eneine verticaln dl . nipn oQ 
d6uble adge airfoil and rounded lep q edae. 
DRAWING NUMBER: 8-87- •8-888. 
DIMENSIONS: 







Planform, Total 66g.78 O,_ 
Blanketed -
Span (equivalent), in. -- _2,21
 
Aspect Ratio' 1.480 -2_ 
 _8o
 
Rate of Taper 0.7.8 o.718
 
Taper Ratio o. o68.7_.8.o6
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
 0
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle, degrees 
_ 
0.000 0.000 
Cant Angle,, degrees 0.000 0.000














Root (W.P. 269.99)...... 
 2..680
 





Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
 "2034.25 
_5. 21
W.P. of .25 MAC 
 4f5.29 ;.2f5






 *50 half anle double wede 




















.Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
S.L. of .25 MAC !
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MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail Y_4
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 'Centerline vertical on.delta wiyg cnfiguration.,ith' 
100 wedge airfoil, with leading edge radius end blunt trailing edge. Same 
planform a V 
-
Model Scale = 0.00763 
DRAWING NUMBER: s-871-33, -34'
 










Span (equivalent), in. 0 
Aspect Ratio ih48o 1.480 
Rate of Taper . 0.7i18.
Taper Ratio 0.30636
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees =0. . ...
 
Incidence Angle, degrees .
 
Aerbdynamic Twist, degrees .
 .
 
Toe-In Angle, degree't 0'000 0.0
Cant Angle, degrees O'OC0 0.000. 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees

Leading Edge 45.o00 45,ooo
 
Trailing Edge 15.750 1iL
 
0.25 Element Line *5,369 3-.69
 
Chords: in.
Root (W.P. 269.99) 390256 
Tip, (equivalent),.(w.P. 647.45) 119.56 0._1

MAC, (W.P. 425.29) 279.06 2.._9 
Fus,. Sta. of .25 MAC 2034.25 15.521 
WP. of .25 MAC 
- 425.29 3.245 































B.L. of .25 MAC ' 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail - V25 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Smie as 724 Except Entire Vertical Tail is Movable. 
MoOel Scale = 0.00763 
DRAWING NUMBER: s-877-33, -34
 
DIMENSIONS: 
















Rate of Taper 0.718
 
Taper Ratio 0.306 
_













Cant Angle, degrees 0.000 0.000
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 45.000 A5J0oo
 
Trailing Edge 15.750 15.750
 




Root, .(W.P. 269.99) 39-e56. 2.890 
Tip, (equivalent), (w.P. 647.45) 119.56 0.912 
_ 
MAC (w.p. 425.29) 27906 2.129 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 2034,25 5.521 
W.P. of .25 MAC 425.29 3.245
 
























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENT: Radder, 43 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _,ataAe Panel of tzin ertJcatail VI on delta wing 
orbiter. 




DIMENSIONS: (Data for I of 2 sides-in 
vertical Ref. plane.) --
Area (aft of hingeline), ft 2 
Span (equivalent), in. 
Inb'd equivalent chord, in. 
(w.P. 103.81) 
Outb'd equivalent chord, in. 
(w.P. 378.71)
Ratio rovable surface chord/ 











At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), rt3 
(Product of area and mean chord) 




































Area (Aft of Hingeline), ft2 
Span (equivalent), in. 14 2.90)­
Inb'd equivalent chord,(W1.,. 269.99) in. 15.2 !5 .2 1 1.192 
utbid equivalent chord, in. 
(WP.650.20)
Ratio 1uivab]e surface chord/total surface chord 
4 0-5 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
o.4oo , 0.4o 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
.ooo.oo 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Le a d i n g Ed g e 2<)6 5 o 
Tailing Edge 
Hingel ine 









MODEL COMPONENT: Rudder - R8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rudder used with cinterline vertical tail V24. Same aidA 
panels as rudder IW except drag broke J deflected. , . (Dittnsionh listed.are with 
.drzbaketmdeflooted_,----







Area (Aft of Hingeline), fte 
 01562
 

















At Inb'd equiv. chord o.hoo. o40o
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
 ,ooo 6.4oo
 











Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), ft3 239a1-
-. 0.00107
 




MODEL COMPONENT: Drag Brake 
- J Data for one of two sides)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
­ brake 3 is the deflectable side panels of 
2Jft~e-ttL3lnrxLp rqd at the 60% elemenb line and extending to the
al~_ . Defletonao oaxJg¢q. the sorties]. tail projoetwd ,P..nrm.
 
Model Scale - 0.00763
 
DRAWING NUMBER: (- -3 r3 or (S-888-34)
Al di~ensionsB are measred in the drag brake reference plane 
DIENSIONS: 
 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area (True> ,ft2 
. 7o,-.0.01576
01 





Inb'd equivalent chord, 




Outb'd equivalent chord, in.
 

































MODEL COMP01ENT: Transition Grit 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
DRAWING NUMBER: NONE 
DIMENSIONS: (In model scale only) 
Mean Diameter, in. o.0106 
Distance of L.E. Aft of Nose, in. 1.500 -
Width of Strip, in. 0.250 
Wing and Tails
 
Mean Diameter, in. O.063
 
Distance of Strip L.E. from Airfoil L.E., in*
 
Width of Strip, in. 0.125
 
* 10% of local chord measured perpendicular to airfoil leading edge. 
38
 
MODEL COONENT: Tr.....nsition Grit- ti 
GENERAL DESCRIPTOl: 
DRAWING NUIMER: NN 




Distance of L.E. Aft of Nose, in. 
 1.500 





Mean Diameter, in. 0.009 
Distance of Strip L.E. from Airfoil L.E., in. * 
Width of Strip, in. 







S7MBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between thiF ptbJb tiori 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body Xj Z-1dne and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
0 BTA sideslip angie, angle between the wi-hd 4-akis 
and the projection of this aisd on the body 
X Z-plane; degrees 
PSI yaw aigle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-sxs, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated towakd the positive Z-axis; degrees 
P air ddnsit5r K/m 3 , slugs/ft3 
a speed of sound; t/sec, ft/sec 
V fpeed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
q Q(PSI) 
Q(PSF) 
dynamic pressure, 1/2PV2 psi, psf 
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
HN/L RN/L Reynolds numbei par unit iength; .million/ft 
p static pressae; psi 
P total pressure; psi 









SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
2

wing area; m , ft 2 S 
S SREF reference area; m
2
, ft 2 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see Iref or LREF) 
4ref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see E) 
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
2 




c. g. center of gravity 
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
 




YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
 
on Y-axis 






Axis System General 
SYMBOL DEFINITION 
F force F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript' Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L 'lift force 
D, drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
s stability 'axis system 
Swind axis-system 
ref reference conditions 
free stream conditions 




























Body Axis Sstem 
CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
 
CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
 
CAB base axial force coefficient; 
[-1] [(Pb - P-)/q] (Ab/s) 
OAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb 
CM yawing moment coefficient; M/qS bref 
CBL rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref
 
Common 
 to Both Axis Systems
 
CIM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref
 
CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS 
StabilityAxisSstem 
CL lift force coefficient; FL/qS 
CD drag force coefficient; FDqS 
CDB base drag coefficient 
CDF forebody drag coefficient; 
-CD 
Clan 
 yawing moment coefficient; MZ, /qS bref
 
CSL 
 rolling moment coefficient; M,s/qS bref
 
L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CC D 






SM4BOL SYMIBOL DEFINITION 
it HORIZT horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees 
6 symmetrical surface deflection angle; 
positive deflections are: 
degrees; 
AILRON aileron - total aileron deflection; 
(left aileron - right aileron)/2 










trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 







trailing edge to the left 
trailing edge down 
TAB tab trailing edge down with respect 
6 antisymmetrical 
to control surface 
surface deflection angle, degrees; 
AIL-L 
positive trailing edge down: 







- trailing edge down 
- trailing edge down 
- trailing edge down 
SPLR-L left spoiler - trailing edge down 






e elevator or elevon 
f flap 










6E4 (L. H.) 









ADDITIONS TO STANDARD IMMOLAURE 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL DEFINITION 
GRIT 	 Boundary layer flow trip
 
SPD EK 
 Drag brake deflection angle,
 




ELVN4L 	 Deflection angle of left side
 
of full span, swept hingeline





ELvw4R 	 Deflection angle of right side
 






ELVN7L, Deflection angle of full span

ELVNTR constant chord elevon 
- noted
 




with trailing edge down
 
ELVN8u, 	 Deflection angle of outboard,
ELVNBL 	 constant chord split elevon 
-

noted as upper surface and
 




ELVN9 	 Deflection angle of inboard,
constant chord elevon, degrees;
 






A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original

and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 abrief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson
 
NR' Mr. Bruce Cameron
 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­





Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 
New Orleans, La. 70129
 




















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJ002) N W16 S4AL 633 MAR DELTA ORD 
 a oo REFS 0.3542 S.TfRCJOM) AA L '33 NA. DELTA CRB: WIG 04 10:000 HEFL 6 Z56 INCHES
IRCJOD4) MAIL 633 NAR DELTA ORB W16 B4 20.000 REFS .56r,a INCHES 
WRJD) B4AAL :13 MAR DELTA ORB. W1 30.000 XMRP 10.85:9 INCHES
(RCJ0D6) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB W16 B. 4500D 




MACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
PAGE 1 





















_ a R__1 3 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJGDZ) Q NAAL Z33 MAR DELTA QB, Wl 6 84 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT, 
(RCJ003) L NAAL 633 'A' DELTA ORB: Wl6 B4 "10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(RCJ004) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA B.W16 B4 20.0no REFS 08560 INCHES 
Rcj 05 } -AAL ARDELTA ORB ° W16 OD .HR84:0 I C
 




HAC D259ICLE 0 0076 SCALE
 
PAGE 2 
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON B4WI6CONFIGURATION

.10 ,lJTrtr rrr irn-J-lTrrr,r -n-rr r . 

- rrrr ,-rr- infi-l16 















~J -. 08 
.14 
-.16 t 
- -5 -4 3 -.2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
 5 a "
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CqCRIPTION 
 ALPHA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CRCJ0O2) C NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. 16 S4 
 0.000




(RCJ004) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 8 20.000 REPS 10.85W INCHESINCHES 
CRCJOOB) i NAAL 3 MAR DELTA ORB. 416.84 
 30.000
CRCJGO6) XHRP 10.840 INCHES
NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 
 49.0 D 










ANGLE OF ATTACK ON 24W16 CONFIGURATION
 














(BCJO4)'AAL633 AR LTSIDEW1 SLI AGE. BETA DEFGREES0INHE
 
3BJD [ NAAL 633 NAR CIELTA ORB W1 S4 itOOXR G.5D ICE
 
(BCJGDS) NAAL 633 MAR OELTA OOR. W16 B4 40 .000 YMRP, 0.1000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0°99z0 INCHES 
H~H .29SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 4 

























-. 02 L 
-. 03 -.. -5. . -. 4 . ..- . .. . . . .. . ... .1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 so 11 22 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 




(fCJ4002) C NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WI6 84 
 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT
(8CJ0U3) NAAL633 NAR DELTA ORB. 16 84 
 10.00 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
(SCJ004) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA OB. WIG 84 20.000 
 REFS 10.8560 INCHES
(eCJOajS HAAL"633 NAR DELTA B. 
WIG 84 30D.0 XMRP 10.85'1 INCHES
(BCJO06) NAAL 635 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 96 
 49.00 
 YHRF 0.DoD INCHES
 
ZHRP D.9920 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 5
 















1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a- 9 10 - itZ5 --3 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCJOOS) 0 NAM, 633 WAR DELTA OR. WI6 B4 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
(RCJOS) AAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WI B4 V23 10.000 REFL 6.265G INCHES 
(RCJOIO) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WI6 B4 V23 20.000 REFB 10.8560 INCHES 
(RCJO1) NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. WG16 B4 V23 30.000 XMRP 10.8543 INCHES 









EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON B4W16V23 CONFIGURATION
 










6 - 5 -4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 to 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJODDO WAAL 63 NAR DELTA ORD. W16 S4 V23 0.90RFS 0.52 Q.T 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES10.000
NAA '3A R DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23
E RiJg 9) 20.000 REFS 10.8560 INCHES
 
(RCJGal) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V23 30.000 XMRP 10.854t INCHES
 
{CJ010) NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORD W16 B4 V23 

1 2








.10 rr "[ EFFECT OF ANGLE.... .... .... OF ATTACK.... ....ON B4WIGV23.... - CONFIGURATIONr-r-. . . . . . . . . I.  . . . . .














< -. 06 
-6 - - - 3 - 2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 o it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CJOOS)ca NAAL :33 MAR DELTA CRB. W16 B4 V23 a.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
(RCJOOS) NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORB W16 84 VZ3 10.000 REPL 6E.656 INCHES 
CRCJOIO) 0 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB: W16 84 V23 20.000 REFB 10.8560 INCHES 
CRcJOll) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WI6 84 VZ3 30.000 XNRP 10.e511 INCHES 
(RCJOI1Z) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 4.OOD 	 YNRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 


























 9 I 
 1 Z
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATIONIBC1008) 
 NAAL 33 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 S.T 
0 c JDa9} AA'L 6(5¢JD1) t MAR DELTA ORB: W16 B4 V23 10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
NAAL' 63 5 AR DELTA ORB . W 84 V23 20.000 
 REFS 10 85co INCHES
(Civil )} HAAL 633 AR DELTA ORB: WI6 84 V23 
 30.000 
 NMRP I
{CJ012) NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 ob O I C E
40Oag 





CA LE 0:9097 3 ALE
 
PAGE 9 
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON B4WI6V23 CONFIGURATION










-6 -5 4 - 2 1 a 1 2 3 '4 5 6 7 0 9 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BCJ 008; NAAL 633 HAR DELTA ORS W16 B4 V23 .0.000 REFS 
 * 3542 SQ.FToCBCJO9) NAAL 633 NARDELTA ORB: W16 B4 V23 10.000 
 REFL 12656 INCHES
( JI O AAL 63 AR DELTA 
 W1.6 B4 V23 23 000 
 REFB 10 oa569 INCHES
(cJOl) 
 NAAL 6S MAR DELTA OR W16 04 V23 30.000
(.012)Z NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORS. W16 B4 V23 'aP108ICE40,000 
 TeMRP V.°100D INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 




















-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVNBU ELVNSL REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (RCJO0T) 0 NAAL 833 MAR DELTA ORB, HIS 84 423 
 0.000 	 REFS 0.3542 SG.FT.(RCJGi3) HAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB, WI6ES 04 V23 	
-10.0000.00 5.000 	 REFL 6.2656 INCHESCCCJOI4) ' NAAL 633 MAR DELTA OrB. W16ES 84 V23 0.000 	 -20.000 10.000 REFB 10.8560- INCHES 
-NRP 10.85.0 INCHES 
YHRP 0.o00 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES
 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
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SPLIT ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. L.H. OUTBOARD ONLY
 
, 4 .0. , .J, .l .~l. J . . .n .
 
. . . .
 






















-. 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELVNSU ELVN8L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJ007) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WIG B4 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
RC i 3) NAAL 633 lAR DELTA ORB. WISEO 34 V23 0.000 -10.000 5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(CCJO14 } NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ME. WISE$ B4 V23 0.00 -20.000 10.000 REFS 1 10.8560 INCHES 
YMRP , INCHES0.000 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVNSU ELVNSL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"RCJoar) Q NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 Bl V23 	 0.00 EF .34DS. (RCJ013; Z NAAL 653 NAR DELTA ORB. W16E8 1B4 V23 0.1350 -10.000 5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES(C¢JG14) NAAL ORB. S4 V23 0.090633 NAR DELTA WISE$ -20.000 10.000 	 REFS 113.859c INCHES 
XHRP 10.85,j INCHES 
YMRP 0.0900 INCHESZHRF .992 INCHES
 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 3CALE
 
PAGE 13 






< -. 06 
U-
LI
 C -.04 




-. 14 _____ _____ 
-5 10D 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
" DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVNSU - ELVNSL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCJOUl NAAL 635 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V23 ODa - REFS 0.3542 SG.FT. 
CRCJ013) NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. WIGE8 84 V23 0.000 -10.000 5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(CCJO14) NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. WISE8 B4 V23 0.0D -ZD.000 10.000 REFB 10.85E0 INCHES 
)HRP 10.8540 INCHES 























-5 	 IG 15 2D 25 3D 35 40 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDFSCRIPTION BETA ELVN8U ELVNBL REFERENCE INFORMATION (OCJ007) (: NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 	 0.00 
 EF .34 S.T








MACH 0.259 SCALE .0076 SCALE
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SPLIT ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, L.H. OUTBOARD ONLY
 













- 5 0 5 10 15 20 5 035 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVNBU ELVNBL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SCJil"37 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORS. W16 B4 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FTo
 
(BCJ013}; NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORBD wl6E B4 V23 0.000 -10.O00 5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
 














• -PAGE 16 












-. 205 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -.10-15-0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVN6U ELVNSL REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RCJDO) NAL 633 NAR DELTA ORE. W16 B4 V23 .ORFS 
 D54 SfFT
 
(RCJO13) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16E8 S4 V23 0.90B -115.000 5.0B0 REFL INCHES
6.2656 
(ccJ014) NAAL633 NAN DELTA ORB. WL68 B4 V23 U.000 -20.000 10.00D REFS 10.85fB INCHES
0.0P 10.6_40 INCHES 
YMRP ':*'S.. INCHES
z-PP 2. an_ INC ES
 
HACH U.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
PAGE 17. 








-05.00 .0s .10 .15 .20 115 .50 35 .40 .4S .50 .55 .60 .95 .7D .75 .eo .85 .90 
FOREBDDY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONI DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELVNBU ELVNSL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJ007; NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. MIS6 B4 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SO.FT. 
(RCJOS)- NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORB. IGES 64 V23 0.000 -10.000 5'.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 






ZNR p 0;9920 INCHES 
MAH .29SCALE 	 0.0076 SCALEHPA 	 GE259
 
_ _ 


















-0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMbOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVCW ELVNSU ELVNBL ELVN9 REFERENCE. INFORMATION
 
(RCJDOT) Q NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. WI6 84 V23 
 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.
(RCJOIS) tA NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 ES E9 B4 V23 -20.000 10.000 -5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(RCJOI?) HAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. W16 E8 E9 B4 V23 -20.000 10.000 -10.0D RFB 10.85S INCHES (RCJO2OJ NAAL 633 WAR DELTA WB. WIGE7 84 V23 -5.000 XHRP 10.8$40 INCHES (RCJoIs) NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. W16 E6 E9 E7 64 V23 -20.000 10.000 -5.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 






























COMBINATION SPLIT AND REGULAR ELEVON, L.H. SIDE ONLY
 
5 is 250 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ELVNBU ELVNBL ELVNS 
NA^L :33 NAR DELTA ORB: WIS B4 V23 
NAAL 633 NAR DELTA RB. W16 ES E9 B4 V23 -20.000 10.000 -5.000 
NAAL 633 MAR DELTA B. W16 ES E9 B4 VZZ -20.000 10.000 -10.0007 

NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WLGE 84 V23 -5.000 





35 40 .1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.' 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFB 10.60 INCHES 
XMRF 10.8-40 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 





•COMBINATION SPLIT AND REGULAR. EVON, L.H. SIDE ONLY
















z .00 6 
.0 
.i . .





-.5 0 ID Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL -OWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ELVNSU ELVNSL ELVN9 INFORMATIONREFERENCE 

(RCJ007) HAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB W16 84 V23 
 REFS 0.3542 Q.T
RJ16) NAAL 633 NAR,.DLTA ORB: WIS E8 ES 84 V23 -20.000 10.000 _S.000 RF .66 ICE
IR J0IT) HAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 ES E9 B4 V23 
 -20.000 10.000 -10.000 REFS 10.85611 INCHES-
IRC,O20) 
 L HAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WlSE7 B4 V23 -5.000 XHRP lu.s5l0 INCHES
 (CJ025) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA of3 MIS E$ ED E." B4 V23 
-20.000 10.090 -5.000 YMRP o,0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
MACH U.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE, 
PAGE 21 











< -. 06 
Lii 
< 
-. -. 08 
-. 10 ___________ 
-.24
 
-6 .0 10 i5 20 e5 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ELVNSU ELVNSL ELVN9 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCJOOT) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 REFS 0.3542 S0.FT. 
l:CJaI 6 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORS. W16 E8 E9 B4 V23 -20.o 10.000 -5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(RCJO17 C NAAL 633 WAR DELTA CR8. W16 ES ES B4 V23 -20.000 10.000 -10.000 REFB 10.8510 INCHES 
(RCJo2) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WISET B4 V23 -5.000 XNRP 1.81'40 INCHES 
(RCJOI5) I AAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. Wi6 Ea E9 .7 84 V23 -20.000 10.,10 -5.000 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP G.9920 INCHES 
MACH 0.2, SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 22 

















5O 15 20 as 3D 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ET SYMBOL COFIURATION DESCRIPTION ELVON ELVNOU ELVNL ELVN9 REFERENCE INFORATON 
OS NA *L : 6C 4 0 0 7 1 




DBCJ017) !O NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 ES C9 B4 V23 
10 -DUO -5.000 FREFL 546.2656 FTINCHES
-20.000 10.000 -10.000 REFS 10.8560
2020Z) Ig AIL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16ET 04 V3-,Q I.
NP INCHES
 
0J15) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WIG ES E9 C7 B4 V2 OOD





 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
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1 .0 . . ..
 
-.03 5 ID ist1 20 Z5 30 35 40 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
aDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ELVNSU ELVNSL ELVN9 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.
I BCJDDT; 2 NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORB W16 D4 V23 (scJit.16 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB: WIG ES E9 B4 V23 -20.009 10.1300 -S.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
c CJQ17) !C, NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB* W6:EEE9 84 V22 -20.000 10,000 -lU000 REFS 1.56a INCHES 
(CJOZG) [U NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORBo W167 D4 V23 -5D:0 18;O SHP INCHES 
,(BCJ015) NAAL 633 14AR DELTA ORB. W16 EB E9 ET S4 V23 -20.000 10.900 -5.000 YMRP 0,fnu00 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES
HACH 0.25S SCALE Q.0076 SCALE
 
S PAGE 24 























.20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -. 10 -.15 -. 20
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DES'RIPTICN ELEVON ELVNSU ELVNSL ELVN9 REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
(RCJD?7 NAAL 653 MAR DELTA ORB.. 16 B4 V23 
 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.
(RCJO016) L NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WI6 ES E9 84 V23 -20.000 1O.0o -5.000 REFL 6o2656 INCHES 
tREJuI?) WAAL 655 MAR DELTA ORS: WI E8,ES 84 V23 . -20.000 10.000 -10.000 REFB 10.856-1 INCHES (RCJOs) L NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WlE7 4 V23 -5.000 XMRP 10.05.0 INCHES 




















- 0 . 4 
.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 
~ 
.25 .30 
. . ..- . . .. _ . . . ._ 
.35 .40 .45 .50 
_ 




.75 .80 .85 .90 












FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CUF
 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ELVNSU ELVNSL ELVN9 
NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB W16 D4 V23 
NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 ES E9 S4 V23 
NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORD. W16 ES E9 B4 V23 
NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WISE7 84 V23 














REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFB 10.8560 INCHES 
XNRP 10.854' INCHES 
YNRP 0,0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 26
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
EFFECT OF CENTERLINE.VERT. TAIL CONFIG. WITH DRAG BRAKE DEFLECTION INPITCH
 
i o . I ,














5 a10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SFD BK 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJOOI) WAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB WIG 14 0.00 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.(RCJOT) AAL 635 NAR DELTA MRB. w 84 V23 REFL INCHES0.000 6.2656 

'RCJ031) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. Wl6 S4 V24 
 0.000 0.000 REFB 10.8560 INCHES
 (RCJ032) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V24 J 0.00" 15.000 
 XNRP 1i.85 0 INCHES
 
cRCJ03S) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 54 V24 J 0.000 30.00 
 YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
(RCJO3) \ NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 M V23 0.0bo ZNRP 0.9920 INCHES
 


























5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SPD BK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJOOI) 0 .NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG B4 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
(RCJODT) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WG 4 V23 0.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(RCJO3I) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA OR. W16 B4 V24 0.000 0.000 REFB 10.85A0 INCHES 
(RCJ032) ] NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG 84 V24 J 0.000 15.000 XMRP 10.840 INCHES 
(RCJ039) I NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V24 J oo. 3.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
(RCJ030) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG B4 V?3 u.000 ZNRP 0.9920 INCHES 









IIID ~~ ~ III I jII j Ill 
$- l lI I I l -IlI 

S5 lp ap 3Da i 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA ET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION OESCRZ TION BETA SFD EK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{RJ01)1 NAAL :31 "A" DElLTA IB W13 0Do0 REFS a 3542 SG FT. 
::CID07 630 ET B 1 2 aA.D NAEFL 6 2666 IN HE; 
:RC$031) NAAL .33 MAR DELTA o3, MIS V24 0 'OaO 0,000 REF8 10.856r. INCHES 
.RJs'; MAIL 633 MAR DELTA ORB: WE6 'jY24 J 0,DD0 151000 XMRp la.a5 INCHESo 
IRCJ039) NAAL 633 MNR DELTA ORE. HIS Bf y24 J onO 30'pou YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
(R C95 NAAL 333 NAM DVLT s8 V2 3D ZMRP 0.9920 INCHESi OR5 13 
MACH 0.259 SCALE D°DD76 SCALE
 
PAGE 29 
EFFECT OF CENTERLINE VERT. TAIL CONFIG. WITH DRAG BRAKE DEFLECTION INPITCH
 














.20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SPO SK 
(RCJOO) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA vRB. W16 84 0.00 
(RCJ007) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORD. W16 B4 V23 0.000 
IRCJ031) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA OR. W16 B4 V24 0.000 0.D00 
(RCJ032) NAAL 635 MAR DELTA ORB. WIG 84 V24 J 0.000 15.000 
(RCJO39) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORO. WIG 04 V24 j 0.0 30.000 
(RCJ030) % NAAL 635 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 5 . 23 
MACH 0.259 
-. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFB 10.856a INCHES 
XHRP 10.85"., INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 30 
















.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .35 .40 .45.30 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .9c 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SPD SK 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IRCJODI) NAAL 633 NAi DELTA ORB. W16 84 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.

IRCJO07} NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. WIG 84 V23 0.000 
 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
IRCJO31 W
NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V24 
 0.000 0.000 REFS 10.8560 INCHES
(RCJO3Z) L NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V24 J 15.0000.00 XNRP 10.8540 INCHES
(RCJ03S) WAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 S4 V24 J 0.O0 30,0 YNRP 
 0.0000 INCHES
(RCJ030) WAAL 633 NAB DELTA ORB. WIG 84 V23 0.000 
 ZNRP 0.9920 INCHES
 














(2 0.3 ____ 
-0.2 




DATA T SYMBOL C FIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SPD SK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJ!30) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORE. WIG S4 0* DUO REFS a 3542 SQFT. 
(RCJO'7) NAAL G33 NAR DELTA ORB, WIG 84 V23 0.O 0 RCFL 6:2656 INCHES 
.OO000 00 REFS 10.856, INCHRESI RCJ031) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB W16 B4 V24 1 DOOU 15:000 XMRP lu.85 0 INC HE(RCJ032) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB: W16 B4 V24 LI
LIFTDRAGRATI. 

RCJ0391 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W1 84 V24 a o, 3OO YRP O.00400 INCHE$ 













-5- a 	 so5 	 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYBOL COFGURATION DSRIPTION BETA ELEVOW 	 REFERENCE INFORATION 
'RCJGD7)(RcJ0o0) AR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 0.000 	 RF .52 S.TNAALNAAL 633633 MAR DELTA OR. WIGE7 B4 	 0.000V23 	 -5.000" REFL 0.3526656 FTINCHES 
(RJ1) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA OR. 
 W6E? B4 V23 0.001) -10.000 	 REFS 0861 ICE
(RCJ019) L NAAL 633 MAR DELTA OB 	 0.000
W1SE7 04 V23 -20.000 	 XMRP lU.85,0 INCHES
 















-10 	 is " 25 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL Ca.FIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCJDDT) C) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 B V23 0.000 REFL a 3542 SQ.FT. 
(RCi20} L NAAL :33 NAR DELTA OB: WIE7 B4 V23 Do -5 000 	 REFL 6.2 5 N H S 
1 V23 :000 00 	 REFS !.N5660 INCHESIRCJDISI 8 NAAL 33 AR DELTA a. 67 " 	 0.O :0 





















0.05 -1 .__.__._. 
-0* .1,i5 .$0 .05 .00 -. 05 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON 
(RCJoT) Q NAAL 633 NAR DELTA OR. WI6 B4 V23 0.000 
2RC0)SO NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16E? B4 V23 0.000 -5.000 
CRCJDIs) a NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB, WI6E7 84 V23 0.000 -10.000 
(RCJ0I9) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WISE7 84 V23 0.000 -20.000 
MACH 0.259 
-. 10 -o15 -. 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFB 10.0561 INCHES 
XMRP 10.8540 INCHES 
YHRP o.000o INCHES 
ZkRP 0.9920 INCHES 















Lt. LLJ .117 .±L. LL.LL.LLIS..LL.L-o .5 I'IJ~lWl 1 £..L 1LLJ .. .. L.LiL JLJ I.L 
.00 .05 °10 .1 - .20 .25 .30 .35 .4D .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRCJO07) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
(RCJO2O) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA 01. WI6E? B4 V23 0.000 -5.00 REFL 6.S56 INCHES (RCJPIS) 0 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WISE7 84 V23 0.000 -1D.0DD REFB 10.850 INCHES 
(RCJ0j9) [] NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WI6E7 84 V23 0.000 -20.000 XMRP I0.8040 INCHES 
YNRF 010000 INCHES. 
ZNRP 0.9920 INCHES 




















so- 6 -4 -2 4 6 810 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DECCRIPTION BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCIS} NAAL 63 NAR DELTA ORB W16 B4 V23 0.000 
 ES
C BEB RES 03542 SQ.FT.20C020; AAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB: WIEE74 
 V23 0.00a -5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES(RCJi8I NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16E7 54 V23 0.0DO -10.1301 REFS 10,85fo INCHESIRCio19) 










AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, L.H. SIDE ONLY
 











- .05 5 25 30 i 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
BETA ELVNTL ELVN7R REFERENCE INFORMATIONDA TA GET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 1.007D) Q NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORD W16 134 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SG.FT. 
(RCID21) L NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB: WIG E7 B4 V23 a Dun -51000 0.000 REFL 6.2656- INCHES 
RCJV22 a NAAL 653 MAR DELTA ORD W16 ET 04 V23 0:000 -1000 aGoo REFS 108560 INCHES 







HAH , 9SCALE V°DU76 SCALE
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AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, L.H. SIDE ONLY






















U -- ____z 
-.00
 
- 01 	 26 as so 35 4D45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELVNTL ELVNTR REFERENCE INFORMATION , 
I CDD; W66 250.00REFS 	 0.3542 SQ.FT.APR ETAORAA 5 4

'RCJD21)L "AL 6333AR DELTA ORB: W16 E7 84 V23 0.000 -5.000 U,00O REFL 6.2656 INCHES
 
(RCJ022) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA OR . W 15 E T B4 V 3 . 000 - 10 .000 O. 000 REF S 10.856 0 NC E
 
(CJ023) Lj NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 FT 84 V23 - OOOO-ZD.000 0.0O0 	 XMRP 15.8510 INCHES
 




AACH OF259 	 SCALE 0.AH076 SCALE
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AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, L.H. SIDE ONLY
 



















-. 26 1I . . . I . . I . I I . I. I . II I I I I II I ­
- 5 5 10 15 SO 25 30 35 40 45'
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVNTL ELVNTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJDU7T) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB W16 54 V23 0.000, REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
(RCJ'21) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB: W16 E7 BA V23 D.000 - .Do0 13.0013 REFL 6.265G INCHES 
(RCJDZZ) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB: HIS E7 B4 V23 0.000 -10.1300 000 REFS 10.8560 INCHES 
(RCJ0231 [] NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB W16 E7 84 V23 0.000 -20.000 0.000O XHRP 10.8510 INCHES 




 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
PAGE -40 





.e~ .I . . . . .
 
.00 





_l I I I I t~I 

5is5lO1 in02 20 3025 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA ELVN71. ELVNTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 ('CJGD?)I NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORB WIG 4 V23 a.vou REFS 0.3542 Q.T{CJ0211 lAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB: W16 ;7 B4 V23 0:000 -5.000 0.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
1 CJ022} NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 ET B4 V23 0.000 -10.O00 0.000 REFS 10.8562 INCHESIBCJ023} NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 ET B4 







 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
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-.35 00 in5 	 20 25 30 5 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVN7L ELVN7R REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FToICJDOT 0 AAL 633 AR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V23 	 D.U00 IBCJO21}) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 E7 84 V23 0.000 -5.000 0.0DD REFL 6.2656 INCHES
 
SO W16 El S4 VZ3 -10DD ago50
(BCJ022) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA 0°000 000 D 	 REF NCE 
(BCJ023) U NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB: W16 E7 B4 V23 6:000 -20°000 0°:00 	 XHRF to:.a40 1NCHES 
YMRF aoOD INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9 INCHES 
MACH S.259 

























-5- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 43
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO 
 BETA ELVNL ELVN7R REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCJODT) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 
 0.00 EF .34 S.T
(RCJ024) L WAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 ET 84 V23 
 0.000 5.00D 9.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
(RCJ25) NAAL 653 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG Er 84 V23 
 0.000 10.000 D.U00 REFS 10.8560 NCE
 
IRCJ026)U 






MACH 0,259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
PACE 43 
AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, L.H. SIDE ONLY
 






F .02 " 
SR a ___ ______2000 :00 MR 0 55­
-.35 " 0 IS5i 20 25 "30 35 40 450 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 




RCJ.24 , NAA L 633 NAR DELTA ORB WIG E7 B4 V23 0.000 5.000 01000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
iRCJ025) HAAL 633 NAR DELTA,ORB: WIG ET B4 V23 0,O 10 So00 a*OO REFB 10 $563 1 NCHES 
Rci 26)[] NA 633 NAR DELTA OR W16 E7 S4 V23 0:.. 2,D DO0 HP 1a8 INCHES 
YRP 









 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
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-D5 	 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVHTL ELVNR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRCJOO?) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V23 U.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.

cRCJ024) / NAML 633 NAR DELTA, MS. S E7 84 V23 
 0.000 5.000 0.OD REFL 6.2656 INCHES
 
(RCJ025) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 E7 64 V23 10O00 REFS
B 0.000 0.000 	 10.8560 INCHES
 






HACH . 0.259 SCALE 	 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 45
 













-.0 5 ta 20 30 4 ai IS 5 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES PAE 4 
FATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDECRIPTICN BETA ELVN7L ELVN7R REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(scJO0T) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. HS B4 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
33 MAR DELTA ORB: W16 E7 B4 V23 0.000 5.00a0 .000D REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
IBCJO251 AAL :33 NAR DELTA ORB: W16 E7 S4 V25 0.000 " ic.000 0.000 REFB 10oB5RD INCHES 






















is-.--505 1 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA-, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVN7L ELVN7R REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, C.1007}) Q NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB: W16 B4V23 0.000 REFS .52 S.T 
, 2J024) 
(ScJD2s) 
/L- NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB, W16 E7 84 V23 












INCHES (9CJ026) a NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG E7 04 V23 0.000 Z0.000 0.000 XMRF IU.8,40 INCHES 
YMRP a.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 




XUUUEH EhFEUiIVENESS, b4WIbVZJXJ UUN IlUUXAIIUN 










.0 s 5 1 1 5 z o 5 a g 1 0 4 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA GET SYMBOL C FIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(RCJV3B)0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB W16 B4 V23 
(RCJ.27I NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORB WIG 84 V23 R7 
I PCJDZS) ! NAAL 633 AR DELTA ORB°W16 B4 V23 R7 








REFS 0 3542 S~OFT. 
REFL 6 2656 IN HES 
REFB 10.8560 INCHES 
X4RP 10.85!u INCHES 
YMRP a°Doug INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SC ALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 48 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, 64W16V23R7 CONFIGURATION
 








.03 ^ ^ ^ ^ -­ ___ _- ____.__.__ 
F- .021_ _ _ 
z 
-J0 
Lj -. 01 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-5 10 is go 25 30 35 4 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - BETA RUDDER' REFERENCE INFORMATION 





NAAL 63 a AR DELTA OBR 
NAAL 653 NAR DELTA ORB: W16 B4 








































-o05 10 Is 20 2530 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUkATION DESCRIPTION BETA, RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
RCJ050) 
(RCJ027) 
WAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB W16 B4 V23 
























MACH -. 259 
PAGE 50 
4 
RUDEER EFFECTIVENESS, B4W16V23R7 CONFIGURATION
 












-. 0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tacjo30} NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 04 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 $Q.FT. 
(BCJ27). R AAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V23 R7 9.000 -10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
sBcJ°28) o NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. MIS 84 V23 R7 0.000 -20.000 -REFB 10.85so INCHES 
(BCJD29) U NAAL 633-NAR DELTA ORB. MIS 84 V23 R7 0.000 -30.000 XMRP 20,."40 INCHES 
YRRP D.DO INCHES 
ZRP 0920 1NCHES
 
MACH 0.259 SCALE D.UD76 SCALE
 
PAGE 5 1 










-. 03 ____ 2_ 25 30 35 40 45 
0 5 10 15205305404 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA RUDDER REFERENCE INF ,RMATION 
(6CJ03s) Q NAAL 653 NAR DELTA ORB. WI6 B4 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
CBCJO27) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V23 R7 0.000 -10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(CCJ020) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 4 V23 RT 0.000 -20.000 REFS 10.85G3 INCHES 









RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, B4WI6V24R8J CONFIGURATION
 













-0 5 10 15 2B 25 30 as 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SPO SK RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCJ03Z) 2 WAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORD. W16 B4 
V24 J 0.ou 15.000 REFS 0.3542 S.T 
1R2036) WAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WI6 B4 V24R8J 0.000 15.000 -1o.o0o REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
RCJ037) !C NAAL 633 MAR DELTA M . WIS 84 V24RSJ 0.000 15.090 -20.00O REFB 10.856r INCHES 




Z'nRP 0:99 20 INCHES
 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE"
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RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, B4W16V24R8J CONFIGURATION 









-' 0 5 1a is 20 is 30 a', 4i 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SiMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA $PO BK RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rcia3zi C NAAL 635 NAR DELTA ORB* W16 B4 V24 J 
RRJ36
/ 











RJD7 >NA63 AR DELTA ORB, W16 B4 V24RIJ 0:000 15o00a-2 coo REFS Q. a564 INC ES 
IRCJD38) MAIL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 S4 V24RSJ 0.000 is.009 -30.000 XMRPitRP 10.8540a U O INCHESNCHES 
ZMRP 09 920 1NCHES 













<- -. 06 
.1 
1-051 20 25 30 35 4a 455 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SEfT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SFD BE RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I RCJ032) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG B4 V24 J 0.0 1.0 
 RF 034 S.T
IR ...... WRAAL 633 NAR DELTAORB. W16 B4 V24RSJ 
 0.000 15.00DDI"-19.000 REFL 
 546.Z656RFTINCHES
 
RCJ037) AAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB .W16 
 4 V 4RSJ DO 15.000 -2 .00
(RCJ039)II E S 0 8 63 I C E
NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WI6 04 VZ4RSJ O.GO lSUQU -30.000 EFXMRP is.85solB86 INCHES
 





 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
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XUUULN Lh[LLI VLNLbb, 4W1bVZ4UJ LUNVIUUXA!IUN
 


















































YCDO OO ICE 
MAHz 0.TN 
-R 0 03 
AJG 
9 D 1DN5HD5, 
ANGLEALGLELF ATACKALPA. DGREE .:.F"ATACALHNSGRE 
YHRP 0.000 ICHE 
PAGE 56 

























DAT ST YMOLCC~rGRAIOVSC~p ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES ou35 40 4$ 
sBc Jo3s) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA 098. His 0, V 2 BETA 
0 . OBR
1 B 33, 2 HAAL 633 MAR DELTA O. 4 41 8 F 0 3 4 S , TSPOO Or,00RUDDERE L 6,65loc J0oz7 N 6 OR: B W 1S 04 v NCEj AL B;5MAR DELTA 4RS VO aa is G00 Boo B REF ER NC INFORMAI N HE
 )
( B e J O SA A 63 N R E L TA ORD : W 1 6 0 4 V0R S 
 Go. 1 5 .0 0 0 -P.O .0 00 R FL9 















VERTICAL TAIL EFFECTIVENESS, B4WI6V25J CONFIGUBA1 ION 


















Z -. 03 
_ __ 
10 20 25 30 35 40 4
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SFD BK VERT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJO32) 0 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 64 V24 J 000 15.Doc REFS 03542 SQ.FT. 
(RCJD33) L NAAL 033 NAR DELTA ORB. WI16 84 V25 J 0.000 15.000 -10.000 REFL 6.aSG6 INCHES 
(RCJ034) 0 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 V25 1 0.000 15.000 -20.000 REFB 10.8510 INCHES 
(RCJD35) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V25 J 0.00a 15.00 -30.013 XNRP 10.8340 INCHES 





























-- la 15 go Z5 30 35 40 45ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I RCJ032) NAAL 653 NAR DELTA ORB WIG 84 V24 J 
(RCjo"3) NAAL E,3 MAR DELTA ORB: WIG B4 V25 J (RCJ034) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WIG 84 VZS J 
















REFS 0.3542 S.T 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.856q INCHES 
XMRF 08 INCHES 
YMRP anoo INCHES 
- ACH 0.250 ZMR PSCALE 0:992004076 INCHESSCALE 
PAGE 59
 
VERTICAL TAIL EFFECTIVENESS, B4W16V25J'CaNFIGURAT[ON




















-.110 15 2 5 30 35 4 45
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SPD SK VERT REFERENCE INFORHATION 
IRCJO32) NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. WtS 94 V24 J 0.000 15.000 REFS 0.3542 SG.FT.(RCJOSS) NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. W16 84 VZ5 J 0.000 15.000 -10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(RCJO34) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA OR3. WIG B4 VY5 J 0.DD 15.000 -20.00 REFB 10.856G INCHESCRCJ035) NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. WIG S4 V25 J 0.000 15.000 -30.000 XMRP 10.85-D INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 




VERTICAL TAIL EFFECTIVENESS, B4W16V25J CONFIGURATION
 








C) .01 a a 
U 
-. -.01 
_ _ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
-03)___
 
S0t8l5o I s t o 9 so 3 5 4 0 4 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA BET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 8PO SK VERT. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
aOJDZ Q NAAL 633 NAN DELTA ORB. W16 04 V24 1 01000 Is*o0tl REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
lociD ) . NAAL 633 NAn DELTA ORB: WIG60 4 VEb J 0,ouD ts.0D -10.000 REFL 6.2 55 INCHES 
CiJ 4 NAAL 433 NA R DELTA OR ,WI6 4 V26 J U.000 15.000 -20,0uo REFS 10.0560 INCHES (GJ36)I NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG 04 V25 J B.ou1,000 O -30.000 XN}RP 10.$540 INCHES 
Y RP -. 0010 INCHES
 
ZHRP 0.992D INCHES
AAGH OF TT CCALE ALPA DSECALE 
PAGE G1 











BCo 3 NAAL___ 633____ ELAOR.WI 4 2 JoD 500 EF .34.0 WA _. 
_ S N 3 HAS DET O J .000 15.000 -000 _l INHE 
-. 02 5.99 5 _ _4 20 N_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SPD BK VERT REFERENCE INFORMATION {6C4032) (2 NAAL 653 WAR DELTA ORB, WIG 54 V24 J 0.000 15.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
CBCJO3S) I NAAL ESS NAR DELTA ORB. WIG 84 V25 J1 0.000 15.000 -10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
S8BCJ054) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG 04 V25 .3 0.000 15.000 -20.000 REFB 10.856) INCHES 
CBCJ035) Li NAAL 633 WAR DELTA ORB. WIG 84 V2S J3 0.000 15.000 -30.000 XHRP 10.0540 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.0920 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 
COFIGURATIO DESCRITION BETANAAL 653 NAR DELTA ORD. W16 84 V23 0.000 
NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WIG TRl 84 TR12 Vas TRE 0.000 





REFL. 6.2656 INCHES 
REFE 10.8560 INCHES 
XMRP 19.8340 INCHES 
yMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 63 








0 0s 5 25 30 3548 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONRCJ03; N 3 NAR DELTA ORB 6 _00 REFS 0 3542 SQ.FT 
(RJ43) NA 633 NAR DELTA ORB WlIN TR R aR000 6,2656 ICE
E .OEFL 
(RCJ041) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA OPB, W16 TR3 B4 TR3 VE3 TR3 goDo REFB io.856a INCHES 
XHRF 1o INCHES 
yMnP Do,O INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
MACH V.Z59 SCALE 0.8076 SCALE 
PAGE 64 
1.2 . . . 
















.o'20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
(RCJO3V) C NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 4 Va3 0.000 
CRCJ043) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA RB. WIG 1R2 84 TR2 V23 TR2 0.000 (RCJ04f" 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA 08.S. W16 TR B4 TR3 V23 IRS 0.009 
MACH 0.259 
CLM 
-. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQFT. 
REFL 6.a56 INCHES 
REFS 10.8560 INCHES 
XNRP 19.S:i0 INCHES 
YHRP 0.O000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 65 
EFFECT OF GRIT SIZE ON 24W16V23
 














-0.5 i. 	 .... ....---. 
-0.4 ] 	 ]_ -, _. 
;00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .6 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJ030) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V23 0.000 REFS 0.3542 S0.FT. (RCJO41) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORS. WIG TR2 84 TR2 V25 TR2 0.000 	 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(RCJ04I) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WIG TR3 64 TR3 3 3 0000 	 REFB 10.8510 INCHES 
XHRP 10.8"40 INCHES 
YNRP 0.00O INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
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- 0.5 r . . ._ 
0.0 
-48 0 2 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
(RCJD30) ) NAAL 633 NAB DELTA ORB. W16 B4 V23 0.006(RCJ043) NAAL 533 MAR DELTA ORB. W6 TR2 84 TR2 V23 TR2 0.00D 




REFS 0.3542 SQST. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.8560 INCHES 
XNRP - 10.8510 INCHES 
YNRP 0.900 INCHES 
ZNRF 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
'PAGE 67 
EFFECT OF GRIT SIZE ON B4W8VIO
 










. .1 . . . . . . 17 
-0.4 
- 5 





0 s in i5 20 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
C FIGURATION DEFCRIPTION BETA 
NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WS B4 Via 0.000 
NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WS TR2 84 TR2 V10 TRZ 0.000 
NAAL 633 NAR DELT& ORB. WS TR B4 IR VIO IR 0.000 
0.259 
35 40 45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFB 10.85E0 INCHES 
U4RP la.05.0 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 68 







2015 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN ESCRIPTION 
IRCJ046) C) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB.





REF 04FREFL 46265  FTINME$ 
(RCJ45)1 NAAL 633 NARDLTA ORB. W8 TR 4 TR VIO TR .00 REFS 10 85 0 INCHES 
NMRP 10.8b.D INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 
HACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 69 
*.a 
EFFECT OF GRIT SIZE ON B4WSVIO 
T-r---- r -1 r r r rr 6-r -r r- V r 
1.1 
0.9 
0.16 __ _ _ __ _ _ 








-0 * I I 
.20 .15 a10 .05 .00 -. 05 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
CRCJ046) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W8 84 ViG 0.000 
CRCJ044; NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. TRZ 84 TR2 V10 TR2 0.000 
(RCJ045) C NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WS TR 54 TR VIO TR 0.000 
HACH 0.25S 
-. 1Q -. 15 -. 20 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL " 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.8560 INCHES 
XNRP 10.85.90 INCHES 
YHRP 0.1100 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 











- - - - __ 







J B I 
-0. 







D-ASEo.NO ONIURTO DECITO ,ET REERNE FRATO 
0.0P -.(RJ4) 0 NA 3 A ET R. S8 I .0 ES 054 OT0000-INCHES
 
o.t,!A. .71t . 'L.t 
(RCJOAS) 0 NAAL 653 NAR DELTA ORB. W48TE4 TR VI T 0.00 EO 0660 ICE 
XHRP $0.8;zo INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHESZMRP 0.9920 INCHES
HAH 29SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 71
 






0.9 %,wz _____ 
0.4 












-t - - -4 -2a It 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
CRCJ046) 0 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W8 84 V10 0.000 
CRCJ044) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W TR2 54 TRZ VII TRZ 0.000 
(RCJ045) 0 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORO. W8 TR 84 TR V10 TR 0.000 
HACH 0.259 
4 8 10I 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.8560 INCHES 
XHRP 1085'b INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 -INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 - INCHES 
SCALE 0.9076 SCALE 
PAGE 72 
,p5 r,, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, B4W8VIOE4 CONFIGURATION-tl-, -,,,i 'il,irr n-n rrr qi II 
- .04 




-. 05 . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ld
 
-is5 D 5E 
 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION(RCJa4S) HAAL BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R REFERENCE INFORMATION633 NAR DELTA ORB. WS 34 Via
 
{RJ49 NAAL 653 NAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 B4 V10 0.00~~o0 -5.000 5.000 RFEFL 546.2656 




{R JD AL 6 33 AR DELTA ORB , W S E4 4 VID 











AILEON EFFECTIVENESS, B4W8VIOE4 CONFIGURATION
 













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RCJ04 ) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WS84 VID 
(RCJ049) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 B4 VIC 
(RCJD55} NAAL 633 BAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 B4 VIO 
















REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 'INCHES 
REFS 10.8560 INCHES 
XMRP' 10.t'40 INCHES 
YKRP a°0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PACE 74 
___ __ _ 

















- 5 0 
 1 15 20 25 
 30 35 40 
 45
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R' REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRCJO46) 0 NAAL 633 HAR DELTA ORB. WS B4 VID 
 0.000 
 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.
(RC0J49) 
 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W8 E4 S4 V1G 0.000 -5.000 S.000 
 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
CJV55) NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W8 E4 84 VID 
 0.000 -15.000 15.000 
 REFS 10.8500 INCHES
(RCJO53) U NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W8 E4 B4 
V10 0.000 i5.nno 
 -tfnnn XMRP 10.8-40 INCHES
 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.99a INCHESMACH 0.25? 






























__ .3 . ..
 
-.04 	 t i 2 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CSCJO46) Q NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WS B4 VID 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SG.FT. 
(8CJ049); 1 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. E4 94 VI 0.0013 -50uD0 5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
1 8 NAAL 033 NAR DELTA ORB. W8 E4 64 V10 0.oo -15.000 15.000 REFB 10.856( INCHES 
:BCJO5S) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W8 E4 84 VID .000 15.000 -15.000 	 XIRP 10.85.4 INCHES 























- 251 15 2D 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C FlGURATICNDESCRIPTION BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R REFERENCE INFORMATION
(SJ46) 
 AAL 633 NAR'DELTA ORB* 8B I
3C04N W E VD .
00REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.BcJ09) NAA 3NA DELTA ORB: 
WS 4 B4 VID 0.000 -5.000 5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
 
toJ55 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 ,OO -15.00D 15.000 REFSB 0860
0.00 ICE




ZMRP D.9920 I NC WES
 
MACH D.259 SCALE 0.11076 SCALE
 
PAGE 77 
RUDDIER EFFECTIVENESS, 	B4W8VIOE4R3 CONFIGURATION ..
 
. ..













-. 05 . . . 
a,4 
5 a IS 20 25 30 35 	 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fRCJO503 f NAAL 633 NAR DELTA OR. WS E4 4 ViO 0.000 -5.000 -5.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
(RCJO51 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W$ E4 B4 VIC R3 0.000 -5.000 -5.DOD -10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES(RCJ0S3} a NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W8 E4 B4 V1C O.0o 15.000 -15.0DD 0.000 REFB 10.8563 INCHES(RCJ052) NAAL 33 NAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 94 VIO R3 0,000 15.00D -15.000 -1D000 	 XMRP 10.85.D INCHES 
TMRP 0 DODD INCHESZMRP 0.990 INCHES
 
NACH 0.259 	 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
PAGE 78 


















- .03 . . . I . . . . . . .
 
--O50 LIs1 20 25 30 35 40 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 




2 HAAL 6,33 NAR DELTA ORB. W8 E4 04 VID 
NAAL 6 3 NAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 04 V10 R3 





















RcJ052) NALR3NRDL A , W8 E4 B4 VIC R3 D.0D0 15.000 -15 .000 -iooau XMRP 16.b240 INCHES 
YMRP 010000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.992D INCHES 
MACH . 9.259 SCALE 0.13076 SCALE 
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- 5 a 10 is 20 25 33 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQFT. 
(RCia51) L NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 84 V1O R3 0.000 -5.000 -5.000 -10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHESRCJDSD) Q HAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORS. WS C4 B4 VIO U.000 -5.90C 
-5.000 
-15.000 0.000 REFB 10.8560 INCHES 
(RCJ052) [] NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. Wa E4 S4 VID R3 0.0g0 15.000 -15.000 -10.000 XMRP 10.8-40 INCHES 
YHRP 





Z'RP 6:99 20 INCHES
 




RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, B4W8VIOE4R3 CONFIGURATION
 
I 












 5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R RUDrER REFERENCE'INFORNATION
 
c ;cjoso)
0 MAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 94 VI 0.000 -5.000 -5.000 0.3542
REFS SQ.FT.
(8CJ051v NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 84 VIO R3 0.000 -5.0DD 
 -5.000 -10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHESt8Cj053) 0 NAAL 653 MAR DELTA ORB. WO E4 B4 V1G 9.000 15.000 -15.000 0.000 REFS 10.856" INCHES
LICJ052







 SCA'E 0.0076 SCALE
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.00 	 is 0 25 5 40 43 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R RUDDER -REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(BCJ050 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORD WS E4 B4 V10 0.000 -5.00D -5.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
(BCJ 51) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB: WS E4 B4 VIG R3 0.000 -5.000 -5.000 -10.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(RJ5) NAAL 6 3 NAN DELTA W8 E4 a.D .s0ov -15.0Goo a REFS 10 $563 INCHESORB. B4 V10 goo 	 00 
BCJO5Z; a NAlL .331 AR DELTA ORB. WS E4 B4 VlO R3 0:000 15:00D -15:00 -10:000 	 XMRP 10.8540 1 NCHES 
YMRP 0 voDo INCHES 
ZMRP 0:9920 1 NCHES 
MACH 0.259 
 SCALE D ." 7 SCALE 
PAGE 82 









-5 0 5 10 15 20, 25 30 35 40 45 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
NAAL 633 HAR DELTA ORB. WS 84 VIO 
HAML 633 MAR DELTA ORB. W E4 S4 VIO 















REFS 0.3542 SO.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.8560 INCHES 
XHRF lu.85'O INCHES 
YNRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
MACH 0.59 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 83 









-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJ046) NAAL.633 NAR DELTA'ORD: W8 84 VIO a.000 REFS 0.3542 StFT,
 
1RCJ050) NAAL 655 NAR DELTA ORB We E4 64 VIU 0.000 -5.000 -5.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
 
CRCJO54) NAAL 6353 AR DELTA ORB. WS E4 84 Via 0.00O -15,000 -15.000 REFB 10.856D INCHES
 
(RCJ0SG) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W E4 64 VIG -30.000 XNRP INCHES

























20"52 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. D-.15 
-. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ELM
 
DATA ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDEqCRIPTION BETA ELVN4L- ELVN4R REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tRCJD46) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB WS S4 VID(RCjvSD) NAL .. 0.00 EF .34 S.T3 MAR DELTA ORB: WS E4 84 VtD 0.000 -5.000 
 -5.000 RFSEFL .526.2656 FTINCHES
 
CRCJD54) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. Wa E4 
B4 VlD 0.O00 -15.DOO m15.00 ES OSOO ICE(RCJ056) 
 NAAL 633 MAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 84 VIO 0.09C -30.000 -3D.000 XMRP 10.8Z40 INCHES 




 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
.PAGE 85 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, B4W8Vl0E4 CONFIGURATION
 
*.a rr f-l nr -n rT-in -rr-- -rr- r i- - orr -rr mr iir -r 
. .. ... ... .... 
0.5 
us 
0.4 Cf _ _ u 0.3
0.2 
-0.1 -­
.00 .05 .10 15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 




 NAAL 633 NAR DELTA OB. WS 84 Via a 00 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.
 
(RCJ5O)~I NAAL $33 NAR DELTA Rs. WB E4 84 VIa a.o00 -5.000 -5.000 
 REFL 6.2656 INCHES
 
(RCJ054; 0 NAAL $33 NAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 94 via 0.000 -15.000 -15.000 REFS I0.856 INCHES
 (RCJ056) NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. WS E4 84 VIO 0.000 -30.000 -30.000 XNRP 16.8540 INCHES
 










... ' " 
0.4 
0.t 




S - - . - 4-21 
wo.t 4 6to 
'ATASET SYHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
NNJ46AL 633 NA CELIA ORB US 84 
R 5OS) NAL ..S MAR DELTA ORB: WS E4 
RCJ054 ) HAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W E4 
RCJGSS} U NAAL 633 NAR DELTA ORB. W3 E4 
HACH Dz5S 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 
BETA ELVN4L ELVN4R 
VIO aO.RFSOO~T 
84 VIV 0:000 -5.000 -5.800 
84 V10000-S,0 1.0 




ESFL 6 2656 ICEREF 886 INCHES 
XMRF 1o.ac-o INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
0. _ _0°9920 INCHES 
O.07. SCAL 
PAGE 87 
